In this work, we propose a novel projective outer synchronization (POS) between unidirectionally coupled uncertain fractional-order complex networks through scalar transmitted signals. Based on the state observer theory, a control law is designed and some criteria are given in terms of linear matrix inequalities which guarantee global robust POS between such networks. Interestingly, in the POS regime, we show that different choices of scaling factor give rise to different outer synchrony, with various special cases including complete outer synchrony, anti-outer synchrony and even a state of amplitude death. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that although stability of POS is irrelevant to the inner-coupling strength, it will affect the convergence speed of POS. In particular, stronger inner synchronization can induce faster POS. The effectiveness of our method is revealed by numerical simulations on fractional-order complex networks with small-world communication topology. 
Introduction
We live in the age of complex natural and human-made networks that permeate almost every aspect of our life [1] [2] [3] . Frequently cited examples of complex networks include the brain, the Internet, transportation systems, social friendship networks, electrical power grids, citations networks, genetic networks and food webs. In general, a complex network refers to a set of nodes with specific dy-namics communicating over a web of edges characterized by a complex topology. But there are more than nodes and edges. Many real complex networks have been found to exhibit distinct features, including small-world property [4] , scale-free nature of the degree distribution [5] , the occurrence of modules [6] , and hierarchical organization [7] . Meanwhile, these networks also have associated dynamics which are linked to their structural properties [8, 9] . Thus, it is very interesting to elucidate how the topological structure of a complex network affects its dynamics. Here, we address such an issue from the viewpoint of emerging collective phenomena occurring on complex networks.
In the multifarious world of collective behavior, synchronization represents one of the most captivating examples and widely exists in nature, science, engineering and social life [10] . For instance, it has been shown that intercellular synchronization of 20,000 neurons in the bilateral suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) can be mediated by neurochemical synapses or electrical coupling [11] . Similarly, experimental studies have revealed that neurons in the cat visual cortex can display synchronous oscillatory responses, but also response synchronization can occur between neurons in the left and right cerebral hemispheres [12] . Moreover, there are a great number of engineering applications in the field of network synchronization, such as secure communications, image processing and harmonic oscillation generation [13] . Therefore, recent years have witnessed an explosive growth of interest in the study of synchronization of complex networks (see [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and references therein).
For network synchronization, previous research has mostly focused on inter-order complex networks by assuming that their node dynamics can be modeled by ordinary differential equations. Though the adoption of such an assumption makes it much easier to theoretically analyze the synchronization, it is not valid for complex systems with memory and hereditary properties. In this respect, an excellent instrument that involves fractional differential equations (FDEs) has been developed to model such systems [23, 24] . For example, a fractional derivative viscoelastic model has been proposed to describe the behavior of infant brain tissue under conditions consistent with the development of infant communicating hydrocephalus [25] . In the regulation of gene expression, the fractional-order model was introduced to describe the globally slow dynamics induced via discontinuous transcription [26] . In situations when the dynamics of individual nodes are modeled by FDEs, the networks under consideration become fractional-order complex networks (FCNs). Compared with fruitful results for synchronization of integer-order complex networks, it can be concluded that the dynamics (e.g., synchronization) issue of FCNs has been largely overlooked.
Fortunately, attempts have begun to treat the synchronization problem of FCNs [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Examples include the results presented in [27] [28] [29] which are limited to specific network topologies, and the work in [30] on the distributed coordination of networked fractional-order systems over a directed interaction graph. A general FCN with nondiffusive and nonlinear coupling was constructed in [31] , where the synchronous behavior may be different from the dynamics of its constituent units. By designing nonlinear controllers, Wu and Lu [32] first reported outer synchronization phenomena between two bidirectionally coupled FCNs. Also, Asheghan et al. [33] considered outer synchronization between two FCNs coupled unidirectionally by an open-plus-closed-loop scheme. More recently, cluster synchronization in FCNs with community structure was discussed in [34] by linear pinning control. In [33, 34] , due to the nonlinearity of node dynamics, only local stability conditions were given for verifying network synchronization. On the other hand, it is very common to encounter parametric uncertainties in real-world networks due to modeling inaccuracies or environmental perturbations, which may destroy the stability of the networks. To the best of our knowledge, most synchronization criteria mentioned above cannot deal with the uncertain FCNs whose system parameters contain some uncertainties. This topic remains a challenging and meaningful issue.
In the current paper, we aim to study the projective outer synchronization (POS) between two FCNs with the presence of additive parameter perturbations and fractional order 1 ≤ < 2. First of all, with the help of state observer theory, we construct two unidirectionally coupled FCNs merely through scalar transmitted signals. Then, some sufficient conditions are given to design controllers for realizing global robust POS between two constructed FCNs. The obtained synchronization criteria are formulated in terms of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs), which can be easily solved by various convex optimization algorithms. In the POS regime, we can observe different outer synchrony patterns by choosing the scaling factor, e.g., complete outer synchrony (COS), anti-outer synchrony (AOS), and amplitude death (AD). In addition, the effect of inner synchronization on POS is also discussed. Finally, the theoretical findings are validated by numerical simulations on FCNs with small-world topology and Chua's system as node dynamics.
The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 is devoted to a description of the network model with fractional-order derivative and some preliminaries. In Section 3, we present the criteria (in the form of LMIs) for POS between two FDNs coupled unidirectionally through scalar signals. Numerical simulations that illustrate the effectiveness of theoretical results are given in Section 4. Finally, we conclude with Section 5.
Model description and preliminaries
In this paper, we will focus on the POS problem of two coupled FCNs with the drive-response (or master-slave, unidirectional) coupling structure in which the drive network does not receive any information from the response network (see Fig. 1 ).
The drive network with each node being an -dimensional fractional-order differential system is described as
where 1 ≤ < 2 is the fractional order, = ( are constant matrices; : R −→ R is a scalar continuously differentiable nonlinear function.
∈ R is a scalar output of node which includes the nonlinear term , and K ∈ R 1× is the feedback gain matrix to be determined later. ∆A( ) and ∆B( ) are real-valued unknown matrices representing time-varying parameter uncertainties, and are assumed to be of the form
where D, E A and E B are known real constant matrices of appropriate dimensions, F ( ) is an unknown time-varying matrix function with Lebesgue measurable element satisfying
The positive parameter σ > 0 is the overall inner-coupling strength. G = ( ) is an N ×N zero row sum matrix which determines the coupling topology of the drive network, and its entries are defined as follows: if there is a link between node and node ( = ), then set = = 1; otherwise = = 0 ( = ).
Remark 1.
In contrast with the definition of an integer-order derivative, the definition of fractional-order derivatives is not unique. In fact, there exist several definitions of fractional derivative, for example the Riemann-Liouville, Grünwald-Letnikov and Caputo definitions [23] , which are in general not equivalent. Among these definitions, the Caputo definition of fractional derivative (sometimes called a smooth fractional derivative) is more preferred when modeling applied and engineering problems. This is because the Caputo fractional-order derivative enables us to use initial conditions expressed in terms of initial values of integerorder derivatives, which have well-understood physical meanings and can be measured. Therefore, throughout this paper, the notion D is used to denote the Caputo fractional-order derivative operator defined by
where is the integer such that − 1 ≤ < and Γ(·) is the Gamma function.
Remark 2.
Note that for the individual node dynamics in FCN (1), many fractional-order chaotic or hyperchaotic systems belong to this class, such as the fractional-order Chua's system [35] , fractional-order Arneodo's system [36] , fractionalorder "jerk" model [37] , fractional-order Rössler system [38] , fractional-order Sprott system [39] , and fractionalorder hyperchaotic system [40] .
To realize outer synchronization with FCN (1), based on the state observer design approach, the response network is described by the following FDEs:
where ∈ R is the state vector,ˆ ∈ R is the scalar output. A 0 , B 0 , ∆A( ), ∆B( ), , G, K and σ are the same as in equation (1) . U ( ( ) ˆ ( )) is the scalar controller to be designed.
Remark 3.
For the FCNs (1) and (5), only the case where there are unknown parameter uncertainties is considered. In addition, in real physical systems, there always exist external disturbances which may be another primary source of instability and performance degradation. Therefore, the effect of the external disturbances must also be reduced in an outer synchronization process for coupled FCNs (1) and (5) . In this regard, the H ∞ synchronization and H ∞ anti-synchronization concept for chaotic systems has been proposed to reduce the effect of the disturbance on the available output to within a prescribed level [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . So far, to the best of our knowledge, for coupled fractionalorder chaotic systems or coupled FCNs in the simultaneous presence of parameter uncertainties and external disturbance, the problem of robust H ∞ synchronization control has not received much research attention and is still open. While a detailed study of this is beyond the current scope of the paper, we mention this as one possible direction of future work. Now we give the definition of POS between the drive FCN (1) and the response FCN (5) with parameter perturbations.
Definition 4.
The drive FCN (1) and the response FCN (5) are said to achieve POS in a robust sense with respect to the scaling factor α if for any given initial values ( (0) (0)), there exist scalar controllers U ( ( ) ˆ ( )) such that
hold for all admissible uncertainties satisfying (3).
Remark 5.
For unidirectional coupled FCNs (1) and (5), we can see from Definition 1 that POS means that the corresponding nodes' state vectors ( ) and ( ) could achieve synchronization with respect to the scaling factor α regardless of synchronization of inner networks. Therefore, the two networks may contain isolated clusters or nodes. It is to be mentioned that, as an arbitrary multiplicative constant, α can be tuned to realize various outer synchrony behavior between states ( ) and ( ). For example, if α = 1, we can observe COS; when α = −1, AOS is obtained. Moreover, we can also realize amplification or attenuation of the oscillation in the drive FCN (1) relative to that in the response FCN (5) by choosing |α| > 1 or |α| < 1, respectively.
In order to prove the main results in the next section, the following lemmas are needed.
Lemma 6.
[ 
Lemma 8.
[ 48] For matrices X and Y with appropriate dimensions, the following inequality holds for ε > 0
Projective outer synchronization analysis
According to the state observer design idea, the controller U in equation (5) is designed as follows:
After defining the outer synchronization errors = − α , the following error dynamics of the POS can be obtained from equations (1) and (5):
Now we are in a position to present our main results for outer synchronization criteria of uncertain FCNs with admissible parameter uncertainties.
Theorem 9.
The uncertain FCNs (1) and (5) 
where
Moreover, the feedback controller gain K of (8) is given by K = X P −1 (11) Proof. Let 
; the error system (9) can be compactly rewritten as
where A K = A 0 + ∆A − (B 0 + ∆B)K . It is implied from the above representation that the robust POS problem between FCNs (1) and (5) is converted into an equivalent robust asymptotical stability problem of the linear error system (12) . According to the stability theory of linear fractional-order systems [49] , the linear error system (12) is asymptotically stable if the spectrum of system matrix I N ⊗ A K + σ G ⊗ I , i.e., spec(I N ⊗ A K + σ G ⊗ I ), satisfies
Since the eigenvalues of the real symmetric coupling matrix σ G are all non-positive, by using Lemma 6, the inequality (13) holds if the spectrum of uncertainty matrix A K , i.e., spec(A K ), satisfies
Then, it follows from Lemma 7 that we are left with proving the following facts:
Setting X = K P, we have 
Substituting equations (17) and (18) into equation (16) , one has
Applying the Schur complement [50] to the LMI (10) and combining with (19), we have that the inequality (15) holds. Therefore, the system (12) is robustly asymptotically stable, which implies that POS can be achieved between uncertain FCNs (1) and (5). This completes the proof.
Remark 10.
It is worth mentioning that the LMI approach proposed in this paper can also be extended to the special cases that uncertain matrices ∆A( ) and/or ∆B( ) are zero.
Remark 11.
The above theorem does not depend on the scaling factor α. This implies that once the coupling through scalar signals (8) is designed and inserted between the drive FCN (1) and the response FCN (5), one can change α to obtain various outer synchrony behavior. Furthermore, when the POS between FCNs (1) and (5) can be attained, the variation of the overall inner-coupling strength σ of inner networks does not disturb its stability, but this innercoupling strength σ will affect the speed of convergence towards outer synchrony between FCNs (1) and (5) (see Section 4).
Remark 12.
With the development of fractional calculus, the FDEs allow us to model real-world objects more accurately than with the classical ODE-based method. Thus, the stability analysis of FDEs becomes more important in future applications. However, most stability criteria on FDEs focus on linear FDEs with Caputo derivative or RiemannLiouville derivative [51] [52] [53] . In recent years, there has been some published work dealing with the stability of nonlinear FDEs. For example, in [54] , the Mittag-Leffler stability of noninear FDEs was studied by using Lyapunov's second method. With the help of the Gronwall inequality, a stability theorem and an asymptotic stability theorem for a class of nonlinear FDEs were proposed in [55] and [56] , respectively. Very recently, linearization and stability theorems of general nonlinear FDEs with Caputo derivative were also presented [57] . One can see that the existing stability results for nonlinear FDEs are either for special nonlinear structures or for linearized systems. As demonstrated in [53] , because of the nonlocal character of fractional-order derivatives, the stability problems of the nonlinear FDEs are very complex and have not been solved yet. When analyzing the global synchronization stability of complex networks as in the present paper, these stability theorems will become ineffective. Therefore, in order to avoid the difficulty in analyzing a nonlinear error system of the POS between FCNs (1) and (5), we obtain a linear error dynamics (9) of the POS by designing an appropriate controller (8) . Based on such a linear error system of the POS, we have derived a global and easily checked synchronization stability criterion as presented in Theorem 9.
Numerical simulations
In this section, in order to verify effectiveness of our theoretical results, we consider FCNs (1) and (5) with smallworld topology which is intermediate between the regular lattice and a random graph. We choose the fractionalorder Chua's system as the node dynamics. To construct a small-world network, we use the Watts-Strogatz (WS) algorithm [4] . Watts and Strogatz produced this network by starting from a regular lattice with N nodes and with a certain probability , each link is rewired to another node randomly chosen from all possible nodes, provided that self-loops and link duplications are forbidden. The predictor-corrector or, more precisely, PECE (Predict, Evaluate, Correct, Evaluate) method [58] is employed to numerically solve the FDEs. The dynamic equations of the fractional-order Chua's system [35] are described by where
is the state vector, β = 8 6, γ = 100/7 are system parameters for generating chaotic dynamics, = 1 05 is the fractional order, and
We generate two small-world FCNs (1) and (5) with N = 50, = 0 1 and the average degree < >= 6, where the output signals are
respectively. The uncertain parameter matrices ∆A( ) and ∆B( ) can be represented in the form of (3) and (4) 
Therefore, we conclude from Theorem 9 that the POS problem has been solved and the corresponding scalar coupling signals are of the form (8) where the controller gain is computed from Equation (11) as
We first present the numerical results for two special cases of scaling factor |α| = 1, as shown in Figs where the inner-coupling strength σ = 0 6. The error plots ( ) = ( ) − ( ) in Fig. 2 show a convergence to zero that confirms the COS between FCNs (1) and (5) for the scaling factor α = 1. From Fig. 3 for errors ( ) = ( ) + ( ), one can see that the AOS between FCNs (1) and (5) has been achieved merely via scalar transmitted signals (8) for the scaling factor α = −1.
Next, we present numerical evidence of amplification and attenuation in the outer synchronization state with innercoupling strength σ = 0 6. In previous examples, |α|-values are considered as unity. Now we consider other typical values of α. For α = −2, the numerical results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 . The two-dimensional (2D) projections in Fig. 4(a) show that the 5th response attractor in the response FCN (5) is amplified twice and in the reverse direction to the 5th drive attractor in the drive FCN (1). It can be seen from the time series 5 ( ) of the 5th drive subsystem and 5 ( ) of the 5th response subsystem in Figs. 4(b) -(d) that they are indeed in projective synchronization state. The outer synchronization errors ( ) = ( )+2 ( ) in Fig. 5 converge to zero rapidly, further confirming that the POS is achieved even in the presence of parameter uncertainties ∆A( ) and ∆B( ). Similarly, attenuation of the th driver attractor in the drive FCN (1) can be realized by simply taking 0 < |α| < 1, but figures are not shown here. Interestingly, AD of the th attractor in the response FCN (5) can be induced for α = 0 as shown in Fig. 6 , where the state ( ) in the drive FCN (1) is oscillatory while the state ( ) in the response FCN (5) ceases to oscillate and is stable at zero. Finally, we visually inspect the impact of inner-coupling strength σ on the convergence speed of the POS behavior. For this purpose, we define the total outer synchronization error between FCNs (1) and (5) as follows:
We simulate the evolution of two networks according to the protocol defined in equations (1) and (5) with different values of σ for scaling factor α = 0 8. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 7 , which plots the total outer synchronization error E( ) for σ = 0 1 0 4 and 2 5, respectively. One can see that the outer synchronization speed increases with coupling strength σ increasing.
Conclusion and discussion
We have studied the coordinated behavior between two coupled uncertain complex networks with fractional-order dynamics from the viewpoint of outer synchrony. Based on the nonlinear state observer design idea, we constructed two unidirectional coupled FCNs with fractional order 1 ≤ < 2 and additive parameter perturbations. Unlike previous outer synchronization schemes where all states of the drive network are transmitted to the response network, here only scalar coupling signals are transmitted to realize POS. Furthermore, using the stability of linear FDEs and the eigenvalue distribution properties of the Kronecker sum, we have presented some conditions for global robust POS in the form of LMIs. These conditions can be easily solved by various LMI solvers such as Matlab LMI Control Toolbox. Our theoretical analysis shows that the POS between two designed FCNs does not depend on the inner-coupling strength within each network. However, we found numerically that the innercoupling strength could affect the convergence speed of POS: The larger the inner-coupling strength is, the faster the speed of convergence towards POS is. This implies that the inner synchronization would play some constructive roles in the collective behavior between two coupled complex networks.
Throughout the paper, we considered the POS scheme for two uncertain FCNs with fractional order 1 ≤ < 2. Importantly, since integer-order models can be regarded as a special case of fractional-order models, this scheme is also valid for integer-order complex networks when = 1. Finally, we point out that our investigations here are mainly based on the assumption that all the node dynamics in the two FCNs are identical. However, this is almost unrealizable for real-world complex networks since they are often made of different types of nodes and coupling topologies. Therefore, a pressing open problem for future work is to explore the outer synchronization behavior between two FCNs with non-identical fractional-order nodes or different network topologies. In addition, studying the global stability of general nonlinear FDEs and the potential applications of outer synchronization between two FCNs is also interesting and challenging work. These are the subject of our ongoing work.
